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Introduction

In this study we locate and map three types of vegetable vendors within Kathmandu Metropolitan City.
Our goal is to determine what parts of the city have better or worse accessibility to fresh produce. The
rationale for this study is the growing consensus that close physical access to fresh fruits and vegetables
is an important component of a good food environment: one that improves overall health and decreases
the risk of non-communicable diseases. By mapping vegetable vendors in Kathmandu, we will better
understand the local food environment, and how to enhance vegetable accessibility for the city’s
residents.
This report is laid out as follows. First, in the Definitions and context section, we explain what we mean by
terms used throughout the report, as well as the contextual information that underpins the study.
Secondly, in the Study methodology section, we outline the steps taken to carry out our study: from
mapping vendors to the subsequent spatial analysis. In the Results section we present our findings, and
finally, in Discussion we interpret the results, list known limitations, and finally make policy
recommendations.
By reading this report, you will have a better understanding of (1) Kathmandu’s food environment, (2) the
levels of vegetable accessibility provided by different types of vendors, and (3) what authorities can do to
improve access to fresh produce.

2

Definitions and context

2.1

What do we mean by "accessibility to fresh produce"?

Accessibility to fresh produce refers to the ability of an individual to obtain fresh fruits and vegetables
within a reasonable distance of that individual's origin location. Typically the origin is a person’s home, but
it could also be her workplace or any other location.
For the purposes of this study, we specify rules of inclusion for four components of accessibility: (1) What
constitutes fresh produce, (2) which types of vegetable vendors to include, (3) which types of
transportation to include, and (4) how far a reasonable distance should be.

2.1.1 What constitutes fresh produce?
Fresh produce refers to any fruit or vegetable for human consumption that is both raw and unprocessed.
In this report, we use the terms “fresh produce”, “fresh vegetables”, and “fresh fruits and vegetables”
interchangeably. This is because vegetables are the most common type of fresh produce offered by all
types of produce vendors in Kathmandu. Fruits, while sometimes available, are less commonly offered.

2.1.2 Which types of vegetable vendors should be included?
For this study we include three types of vendors that sell fresh produce: (1) permanent markets, (2) semipermanent (morning/evening) markets, and (3) mobile vendors.
2.1.2.1 Permanent Markets
Permanent markets (Figures 1 and 2) have fixed locations and include many vendors under one roof.
Vendors are required to pay rental fees for the area they occupy. These markets are owned and
managed by Kathmandu Metropolitan City and Ward offices. They have hoarding boards, or formal signs,
that identify the name of the market. Permanent markets are typically open throughout the day. These
markets sell all types of fruit and vegetables. These markets act as a wholesale market for vegetable and
fruits with small vendors purchasing from these markets for their business. Generally the public
purchases food at these permanent markets for larger meals prepared at feast and festival times.

Figure 1 Hoarding board at Kaldhara Market

Figure 2 Kaldhara Market

2.1.2.2 Semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets
Semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets have no specified area or permanent structure (Figure 3).
They typically occupy parts of rights-of-way or spaces adjacent to temples. Most vendors are not required
to pay rent. Semi-permanent markets are generally open in either the morning or evening. In some cases
they may be open in both the morning and evening. A variety of fresh seasonal vegetables and fruit are
available in these kind of markets.

Figure 3 Morning/evening market in Ason

2.1.2.3 Mobile vendors
Mobile vendors use a bicycle, four-wheel cart, or baskets to carry their goods (Figure 4). They typically
sell seasonal vegetables and fruits along a specified route, or in a relatively fixed location on a right-ofway. Mobile vendors tend to operate in narrow streets and residential areas.

Figure 4 Mobile vendor in Ason

2.1.2.4 Exclusions
We decided not to include convenience stores (including stalls) and grocery stores (including
supermarkets). The former category is excluded because, while convenience stores often sell fresh
produce, they are typically used for last-minute, processed food items. Similarly, supermarkets sell largely
pre-prepared and processed foods to primarily upmarket, car-oriented clientele. We further discuss these
exclusions at the end of this report.

2.1.3 Which types of transportation should be included?
In this study we focus uniquely on walking as a means to access fresh produce. Other types of
transportation are omitted from this report, including bicycling, transit, and motor vehicles. Our reasons for
doing so include:
1. Walking is a free and universal mode of transportation.
2. Walking is the most common mode of transportation in Kathmandu.

3. The beginning and end of most public transit trips are undertaken by walking.
We discuss the exclusion of bicycling, transit, and motor vehicles further at the end of this report.

2.1.4 How far is a reasonable distance?
We use straight-line distances of 200, 400, and 800 metres to approximate walking times of 2.5, 5, and
10 minutes respectively. Five- and 10-minute walking trips are widely considered to be two thresholds for
i
reasonable walking distances among transport and land use planners despite considerable academic
debate on the subject. The distances of 200, 400, and 800 metres are based on a typical walking speed
ii
of roughly 5 km/h .
The layout of streets and presence of barriers affect walking times as well, but our data do not permit the
type of analysis that would accounts for such variations. These factors are further discussed at the end of
this report.

2.2

Why accessibility to fresh produce is important in Nepal

Economic development is generally associated with an increase in consumption of energy dense,
iii
processed food, in lieu of more traditional, less-processed food . In Asia for example, rice consumption
per capita has decreased in favour of wheat-based, energy-dense, and high protein foods, as well as
iv
convenience food and beverages . Factors that contribute to these patterns include: busy schedules,
women entering the paid workforce, longer commutes, changing perceptions of convenience and taste,
v
and advertising. However, two factors of particular interest to public health professionals are the growing
vi
availability of processed foods and the potentially reduced availability of fresh produce .
This transition in eating patterns from traditional home cooked diets to diets consisting of highlyprocessed foods has led to a global increase in several nutrition-related chronic, non-communicable
vii
diseases, including cardiovascular diseases, stroke, and diabetes . Nepal is currently seeing evidence of
this transition. Recent research conducted by RECPHEC found that 72% of the respondents preferred to
viii
eat unhealthy food (foods high in sugar, fat, or salt) to healthier foods such as fruits and vegetables .
ix

Yet efforts that encourage individuals to make healthy food decisions have been of limited effectiveness .
It is also unrealistic to expect changes in individual behaviour to be possible where healthy and affordable
x
fresh produce is not accessible . Healthy food must be accessible in order to reduce the prevalence of
xi
non-communicable diseases .
Recent research has examined the role that the nutrition environment plays in encouraging healthy
eating. The nutrition environment is an ecological model that identifies four environments that have an
xii
impact on healthy eating: community, consumer, organizational, and information .
1. The Community Food Environment refers to the distribution of food sources including the number,
type, location, and accessibility of food.
2. The Consumer Food Environment refers to the food that consumers encounter within and around
retail food outlets. This includes the availability and price of healthy food choices, and quality of
food.
3. The Organizational Food Environment refers to the availability, quality and price of food available
in institutions such as schools and workplaces as well as in the home.
4. The informational Food Environment refers to the information available to understand healthy
diets. This includes both healthy diet requirements and food labelling.
Food retail outlets in particular, such as traditional markets, stores selling fresh produce, and fruit and
vegetable vendors, often have a large amount of control over the accessibility, availability, and
affordability of food. As a result, food retail outlets are very influential in determining individual food

xiii

choices . In this context, it is important point out that women are the primary purchasers of non-prepared
food in Nepal.
In this study, we shed light on the retail food environment of Kathmandu Metropolitan City by mapping
fresh produce vendors within the city. In the context of changing food consumption patterns, our findings
have important policy implications for the reduction of non-communicable diseases.

3

Study methodology

Our study focuses on locating and mapping markets, as well as mobile vendors that sell fresh produce.
The research team consists of eight volunteers and a volunteer coordinator. Each volunteer was
instructed to identify on a map retail vegetable outlets within her specified section of Kathmandu
Metropolitan City (KMC). The volunteers covered all street segments in their given sections, and indicated
the location of (1) permanent vegetable market with red dots, (2) semi-permanent (morning/evening)
1
market with blue dots, and (3) mobile vendor with green dots . Volunteers visited their section twice, in
order to better understand the times of day when fresh produce would be sold: once in the morning and
once in the evening. The entire territory of KMC was covered by our study.
The volunteers subsequently consolidated their data to one large paper map, which they scanned and
sent to the GIS team. The GIS team georeferencing the dots on the scanned map in MapBox and QGIS,
using satellite imagery. Georeferencing is the process of assigning geographic coordinates to an image.
In our case, the image was the paper map of Kathmandu used by the volunteer team. The dots
representing vendors of fresh produce were assigned latitude-longitude coordinates.
Surrounding each georeferenced vendor, we generated buffers with the following radiuses: 200/400/800
metres for mobile vendors, 200/400/800 metres for semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets, and
200/400/800 metres for permanent markets. These distances represent estimated walking trips of 2.5, 5,
and 10 minutes respectively. The resulting maps reveal areas with good accessibility to fresh produce
within the buffers, as well as areas with poor accessibility to fresh produce outside of the buffers.

4

Results

In this section, we present the results of our study, beginning with the location and number of each type of
fresh produce retail outlet. We then examine accessibility from the perspective of markets and mobile
vendors separately. Finally, we put the pieces together to paint the picture of fresh produce accessibility
using the location of all vendors.

4.1

Number and location of vendors

We located and mapped n=15 permanent markets, n=39 semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets,
and n=124 mobile vendors in Kathmandu Metropolitan City. Table 1 summarises the count of each
vendor type, along with its map symbol for the remainder of the Results section, and a short description
taken from above.

Name
Permanent
markets

1

Count
15

Map
symbol

Description
Permanent markets have fixed locations and include many vendors under
one roof. Vendors are required to pay rental fees for the area they occupy.
These markets are owned and managed by Kathmandu Metropolitan City
and Ward offices. They have hoarding boards, or formal signs, that identify
the name of the market. Permanent markets are typically open throughout

Mobile vendors were marked by their current location at the time of the visit, rather than by a route or catchment area

Name

Count

Map
symbol

Description
the day.

Semi-permanent
(morning/evening)
markets

39

Semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets have no specified area or
permanent structure. They typically occupy parts of rights-of-way or spaces
adjacent to temples. Most vendors are not required to pay rent. Semipermanent markets are generally open in either the morning or evening. In
some cases they may be open in both the morning and evening.

Mobile vendors

124

Mobile vendors use a bicycle, four-wheel cart, or baskets to carry their
goods. They typically sell vegetables along a specified route, or in a
relatively fixed location on a right-of-way. Mobile vendors tend to operate in
narrow streets and residential areas.

Table 1 Counts and symbols for fresh produce vendors and markets

Figure 5 shows the position of all each market and vendor that we located during the course of the study.
Permanent markets are displayed as squares, semi-permanent markets as circles, and mobile vendors
as triangles.

Figure 5 Location of markets by type, in Kathmandu

Although this map paints a preliminary picture of accessibility to fresh produce, it is not immediately
evident which areas fare better or worse. Nor is the contribution of each vendor type especially clear.

In order to improve our understanding of accessibility to fresh produce, we overlay buffers with a given
walking radius, around each vendor. Maps with these buffers are presented below, beginning with
markets (permanent and semi-permanent), then mobile vendors, and finally all types of vendors together.

4.2

Permanent and semi-permanent markets

This section presents fresh produce accessibility from the perspective of permanent markets and semipermanent (morning/evening) markets.

4.2.1 Permanent markets
Figure 6 shows the distribution of permanent markets, each with a 400- and 800-metre walking radius
2
buffer . A 400-metre radius represents a five-minute walk, whereas an 800-metre radius represents a 10minute walk. These are displayed on the map using dark and light orange circles respectively.

Figure 6 Distribution of permanent markets and the 400- and 800-metre walking radius, in Kathmandu

We included the 800-metre radius for permanent markets because they are larger commercial entities
than the other vendor types, and typically carry a wider array of products. As a result, individuals may be
willing to walk a longer distance to reach them, as compared with the other vendor types.
On the other hand, an 800m walk may be too far for people purchasing several heavy items, or for those
with mobility limitations. For this reason, we also included the 400-metre radius in Figure 6.
2

The walking distance for all buffers in this study use a straight-line radius. These straight lines are sometimes referred to as as-thecrow-flies distances. In other words, the shortest distance between two points. The actual distance required to travel between two
points might in fact be longer: As-the-crow-flies does not take into account the different barriers—walls, curvilinear streets,
waterways, and so on—that a person might encounter during any given trip.

Regardless of the radius selected, large areas of KMC are not within a reasonable walking distance of
permanent markets. Many Kathmandu residents may need to drive (or be driven) in order to reach their
closest permanent market.

4.2.2 Semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets
Figure 7 shows the distribution of semi-permanent morning/evening markets throughout the city, as well
as a 400-metre walking radius. This radius is equivalent to a five-minute walk.

Figure 7 Distribution of morning/evening markets, with 400-metre walking radius, in Kathmandu

Despite better coverage than permanent markets, Figure 7 illustrates that many areas of KMC are not
within a reasonable walking distance of semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets.

4.2.3 Permanent and semi-permanent markets
Putting Figures 6 and 7 together, we see in Figure 8 that the combination of permanent markets,
represented by light red squares, and semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets, represented by red
circles, again result in several parts of KMC falling outside a reasonable walking distance of fresh
produce vendors. This is true whether we consider permanent markets to have a 400- or 800-metre
walking radius.

Figure 8 All markets with 400-metre walking radius and 800-metre walking radius for permanent markets only, in
Kathmandu

4.3

Mobile vendors

Because mobile vendors are not in a fixed position, it is difficult to determine a reasonable walking radius
for them. In cases where the position and operating hours of a mobile vendor are consistent, individuals
may be inclined to seek them out. To reach mobile vendors, however, we assume that individuals are not
willing to make long trips. We half the distance that individuals are willing to spend to reach mobile
vendors, to 200 metres rather than the 400-metre rule of thumb. Two hundred metres corresponds to 2.5
minutes walking.
Conversely, mobile vendors may take advantage of their mobility to cover reasonably vast surface areas
over the course of any given day. In these cases, individuals may be able to simply wait until the vendor
reaches them. Given this assumption, we use a buffer of radius of 400 metres (5-minute walk) to
represent the area a mobile vendor may cover in a given day. A circle with a 400-metre radius
corresponds to 502,400 square metres, or roughly half of one square kilometre.
Figure 9 displays buffers of both 200- and 400-metre radiuses surrounding mobile vendors. The former,
shaded in dark orange on the map, assumes that customers are only willing to make very short trips to
reach mobile vendors. The latter, shaded in light orange on the map, assumes that vendors carry out
reasonably long circuits to reach their customers. In both cases, the map illustrates that mobile vendors
play an important role in retail food environment.

Figure 9 Mobile vendors with 200- and 400-metre walking radius, in Kathmandu

4.4

All fresh produce retail outlets

Figure 10 (below Table 2) provides a more comprehensive picture of the fresh produce retail outlets in
Kathmandu. It presents both large and small buffers for permanent markets (800 and 400 metres
respectively) and mobile vendors (400 and 200 metres respectively), as well as 400-metre buffers semipermanent (morning/evening) markets. For mobile vendors and permanent markets, the larger buffers
exhibit a lighter shade of orange, whereas the smaller buffers exhibit a darker shade of orange (Table 2).
For semi-permanent markets, only the darker shade of orange is used. We can think of the dark orange
areas to represent a more conservative assumption with regard to walking distances than the light orange
areas.

Mobile vendor

Semi-permanent
(morning/evening)
market

Permanent market

More conservative

200 m radius

400 m radius

400 m radius

Less conservative

400 m radius

NA

800 m radius

Walking distance
threshold

Buffer
shade

Table 2 An explanatory summary of buffers from Figure 10

Figure 10 Location of all markets with walking radiuses of varying lengths depending on the type of market or vendor,
in Kathmandu

When all vendors of vegetables are included, few areas of KMC lack reasonable access to fresh produce.
This is the case regardless of our assumptions about the distances individuals are willing to walk.

5

Discussion

Markets are an important source of fresh and healthy vegetables in all cities. This study sets out to
examine the distribution of local markets and sellers of vegetables as a way of determine access to
healthy foods. Although access is only one component of the food environment, it is important because
ease of finding healthy foods is a key factor that determines whether people buy healthy foods.
In this section, we interpret our results, state the limitations of our study, and finally make policy
recommendations based on our findings.

5.1

Interpreting the results

Our study reveals that all three types of fresh produce vendors play an important role in the retail food
environment of Kathmandu Metropolitan City: permanent markets, semi-permanent (morning/evening)
markets, and mobile vendors. Taken together, as Figure 10 shows, most parts of KMC have reasonably
good access to fresh produce, and by extension to healthy foods. In isolation, each type of vendor does
not provide especially comprehensive access to fresh produce.

Only the permanent markets (n=15) provide consistent daily operating hours at fixed locations. They are
more limited in number, however, and do not provide complete coverage for the city in terms of
reasonable walking distances. Many people would have to drive, or be driven, to reach them.
Semi-permanent (morning/evening) markets (n=39) also play an important role in the retail food
environment. They typically offer more produce options than mobile vendors. However, their narrow
operating hours restrict the ability of customers to reach them consistently throughout the day.
The large number of mobile vendors (n=124) relative to markets (n=54) plays a vital role in filling the gaps
in availability of fresh produce left by the presence of markets alone—both permanent and semipermanent. Furthermore, the mobile nature of these vendors means they can position themselves as
demand requires.
The central implication of our research is twofold. First, mobile vendors play a central role in the
accessibility of fresh produce to residents of Kathmandu. This is both the case of housebound individuals
who take advantage of mobile vendors that make circuits, as well as those who make short trips to reach
mobile vendors with fixed locations, relatively speaking. Secondly, permanent markets, while paramount
to the availability of food in Kathmandu, appear not to be a priority to local authorities, both in terms of
preservation and network expansion.
If the experience of other rapidly expanding Asian cities offer insight into that of Kathmandu, then both
components of the retail food environment mentioned above—permanent markets and mobile vendors—
xiv
may come under threat from a policy perspective . On the one hand, the preservation of existing
permanent markets may cede to development pressure, and the creation of new permanent markets may
xv
be eschewed in favour of modern, car-oriented shopping centres . On the other hand, the policy
framework and legal status of mobile vendors may make it more or less difficult for them to fill their
xvi
important role in making fresh produce accessible to the city's residents .
Before making policy recommendations that address these concerns, we present some limitations of our
study that warrant further research.

5.2

Limitations

Given resource limitations, there were many components of our study that we could not fully assess. In
some cases, the requisite data simply were not available. In others, fiscal and time constraints limited the
scope of possibility. We have identified six discrete limitations to our findings, each of which warrants
further research.
First, we use straight line, or "as-the-crow-flies" distances for buffers, rather than network-constrained
distances. In other words, we used the shortest distance between two points to define the radius of each
buffer. The actual distance required to travel between two points might in fact be longer: As-the-crow-flies
distances do not take into account different barriers—walls, curvilinear streets, waterways, etc.—that a
person might encounter during any given trip. We lacked the baseline data to be able to conduct a
network-based analysis.
Secondly, we did not empirically test our distance thresholds. We based our walking distance thresholds
on existing planning literature. However, there is no reliable data in this regard for the people of
Kathmandu. Nor is there reliable data on people of different ages, abilities, and circumstances, including
the purchase of food. In addition, the use of binary (in/out) buffers means that a point one metre outside
of a buffer has poor access, whereas a point one metre inside of a buffer has good access. In reality, the
difference between these two points in space is small.
Thirdly, we did not assess the quality of the pedestrian environment and therefore we have no
understanding of how easy it would be to actually walk to some of these markets. For example, a short
trip can be quite difficult or time-consuming if one or more safety hazards are present on the route.

Fourth, we were unable to find population density information at a sub-national scale, let alone a submunicipal scale. If an area of KMC has few or no people, then poor accessibility to fresh produce may be
less of a concern.
Fifth, we did not determine the location of the convenience stores and grocery stores, which are also
prevalent in Kathmandu. These two types of retail outlets were excluded because convenience stores are
typically used for last-minute, processed food purchases. Grocery stores (including supermarkets) sell
mostly pre-prepared and processed foods, and are largely patronized by wealthy individuals. Regardless,
both of these types of retail outlets impact the overall food environment and may give insight into the
availability of unhealthy, as well as healthy, foods.
Finally, this study only focused on current accessibility to fresh produce and not on policies and plans
KMC might have with respect to markets or mobile vendors. A policy review should be conducted that
examines the current policies governing markets and vendors.
Despite these limitations, our study reveals preliminary findings that are reasonably accurate, timely, and
insightful. The limitations point to further research that could be undertaken to help understand food
environments not only in Kathmandu but other expanding cities. They also point to a lack of communitylevel data in the context of KMC.

5.3

Recommendations

Based on our findings, we offer the following recommendations:
1. More information is needed to understand the policy environment impacting local food markets
vendors in Kathmandu. A policy review both at the city and national level should be conducted to
fully understand the policies that currently exist and a best practice review conducted to identify
policies that support local markets in other jurisdictions.
2. Mobile vendors play a very important role in distributing healthy food throughout the city. As a
result, they should be protected explicitly by policy. Kathmandu Municipal City should consider
enacting legislation that protects the rights of vendors throughout the city if such legislation does
not already exist.
3. The preservation of existing markets and planning of future markets are effective ways to
maintain a healthy retail food environment in Kathmandu. KMC should create a market policy that
protects and preserves these markets and identifies areas in the city where new markets can be
added. City policies can include:
•

Land use planning documents such as city development plans, master plans, comprehensive
plans that allocate space for food markets.

•

Zoning bylaws that ensure markets are considered an allowable use for most designated
zones.

4. The preservation of existing markets can be supported by the National government through
planning acts that encourage mixed-uses, preservation of cultural heritage and public spaces.
5. More information is needed to understand the quality, affordability, and origin of the healthy food
that is available. A research study that examines these two issues should be conducted.
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